IH Equipment

The listed equipment gives the industrial hygienist the basic functions to run an Industrial Hygiene program. This is not a complete listing of our industrial hygiene laboratory’s equipment and total capability. If you are an Army employee and wish to receive information on any of our equipment please email: USAPHC-IHEquipmentRequest@amedd.army.mil

Description: Gilian® Air Sampling Pump. The constant flow air sampling pump model GilAir5 has a broad range of applications. It has been used by the Industrial Hygiene Equipment Lab for 3 years and has worked very well.

Specifications:
Flow Range: 1-5000 mL/min
Weight: 22.5 ounces
Constant Flow Control: +/- 5% of set flow w/fault flow indicator
Run Time: 8 hours
Battery Assembly: rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery pack
Intrinsically Safe for Class 1, Div 1, Groups A, B, C, D; T3C

Gilian® is a registered trademark of Gilian Instruments Company. Use of trademark name(s) does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Army but is intended only to assist in the identification of a specific product.